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In the hustle and bustle of life taking time 

to work on oneself is a real luxury, so 

when the opportunity to do just that arose 

I grabbed the opportunity.  So myself and 

three other recovering addicts journeyed 

to South Wales to attend a 12 step retreat, 

a long weekend to be spent looking at the 

12 step recovery programme and how this 

method can be applied to daily life. 

Free from active addiction now for 6 

months I, like most addicts before me, 

have come to realise that in order to 

maintain the precious gift of sobriety, and 

to move forward in life I have to do certain 

things, follow a certain path.  For a real 

addict of my type, and I am most definitely 
that, applying the 12 step method gives 

me freedom from the obsession, the 

driving merciless desire to drink.  But 

the steps are much more than that, they 

offer a way of living which allows almost 

limitless growth, a freedom from fear 

and a peace that all humans crave. So 

in Wales, in beautiful surroundings and 

in the company of other addicts from all 

over the UK, I spent time looking at the 

12 step method and what an extraordinary 

experience it was.

Something happens when a group of 

recovering addicts spend time together 

and the men and women who first 
developed the 12 steps knew this.  Like 

addicts before me I have spent my life 

desperately trying to fill the gaping hole in 
my soul, through drink and drugs, reading, 

religions, people, places and things, 

anything that would take the pain away for 

just one moment, but all of these things 

could never heal me. But put a group of 

addicts together, where I could not find a 
way out of the hell I was in, a group of 

recovering addicts can.  The steps method 

is a spiritual programme, make no bones 

about it, it is split into three sections; 

acceptance of who and what you are, a 

clearing of the debris of the past and once 

that freedom is experienced, maintaining 

it on a daily basis.  And in Wales we did 

just that.  At one stage and in one group 

I was overcome by feelings of sorrow and 

remorse, but unlike the self-obsessive and 

self-pitying sorrow I experienced whilst 

drinking this was a release from pain.

I could wax lyrical for hours on all the 

moments during the weekend, the 

closeness felt between all of us present, 

the laughter and tears, the glory of simply 

being well and alive. It was one of those 

magical experiences I will never forget. 

So to anyone who is struggling or simply 

wants a better quality of life the 12 steps 

can offer that, and then some.

Edmund – CRO

Back in March two of our ‘recoverees’ 

ventured out to Trefeca, a historic 

and sacred place located in the 

beautiful Brecon Beacons National 

Park in Wales.  They were going on a 

weekend retreat centred around the 

12 step recovery program and key 

principles of love and forgiveness.  

Edmund and Brad have each kindly 

written a piece for RecoveryTimes 

reflecting on their little venture:

I have just returned from this and 

what can I say? Bloody wow! My 

head really has been blown away. 

You would not believe me when I 

say I feel like I have had a second 

spiritual awakening, I am on one 

now and that’s for sure. 

over the years I can now see that, 

although I think my recovery is good, 

I definitely know that there are a 
couple of areas that I need to look at 

to keep me feeling like I feel at this 

moment. I feel elated. I feel more 

grateful than I ever have.

I have been neglecting my family and 

the people I love in various ways. I 

learned this whilst working with the 

two brilliant, inspiring facilitators – 

Colin was one of them and Wynford 

Ellis owen the other. These two 

people I will meet again, I have 

already made up my mind on that. 

I now know that I have been putting 

other stuff before my recovery.

I have taken a good look at myself 

these last couple of days and what I 

see is that I have been taking my eye 

off the ball. I have been so focused 

on the ‘work home, work home’ 

thing that I seem not to care about 

anything or anyone else in my life. 

I expect everyone just to be there 

and put up with my chaotic lifestyle. 

To fit in with it. I did this when drinking 
too, didn’t I?

I have been taking on issues that 

do not need to be mine, and taking 

on other people’s problems too, 

and they really have been affecting 

me. I have been feeling shit most 

of the time, but telling myself that it 

will pass. But I now know, from this 

weekend, that I have given no-one 

the permission to make me feel this 

way.

This will now change. I will work on 

me more and I will not allow anyone 

to make me feel low.

When I first entered the grounds 
on Friday I could feel peace 

immediately. I could feel love and I 

was absolutely at ease. This is what 

I want to keep hold of, and I can if I 

remember what I have learned and 

keep me safe.

So a big thanks to Colin – diamond 

geezer – and Wynford, who signed 

his book for me. The wisdom of this 

guy is something that I fixed on. I 
have never seen it in anyone yet – 

a brilliant man. We will meet again, 

as I told them, because I will make 

it happen. It’s something that I want 

and I will go and get it.

Brad – Recovery Coach

Trefeca, often called ‘The Cradle 

of the Connexion’, was the home 

of Howell Harris (1714-1773), 

influential leader of the Methodist 
Revival in Wales and contemporary 

of other great Methodists such as 

Daniel Rowland, William Williams 

Pantycelyn, George Whitefield and 
John and Charles Wesley.

An itinerant preacher, Harris was 

converted and began preaching all 

over Wales in 1735 but withdrew 

to Trefeca in 1750 and, in 1752, 

established his ‘Teulu Trefeca’, the 

Trefeca Family. To William Williams, 

Trefeca was “Harris’s castellated 

monastery”, but to John Wesley, it 

was “a little paradise”. At its height, 

over 120 people lived, worshipped 

and worked in Trefeca, practising 

more than 70 types of crafts and 

trades as a self-sufficient community 
with a monastic ethos inspired by 

the Moravians. Howell Harris died 

in 1773 and over 20,000 people 

attended his funeral. The Methodist 

societies he established across 

the country eventually became the 

Presbyterian Church of Wales. He 

has been called one of the most 

influential Welshmen of all time.

“A mind once stretched by a new 

idea, never goes back to its original 

dimensions.”

oliver Wendell Holmes

“Love and Forgiveness” Retreat
Coleg Trefeca, Brecon Beacons National Park, 

Theme - “Came to believe”



Working with clients of Probation allowed 

Conn3ct’s recovery coach Larry Eve and the 

Basement’s CRO Claire to work with prolific 
offenders and explore areas which may help 

minimise any future offending. Initially the guys 

from Conn3ct and the Basement were asked 

to provide a one off session to inform offenders 

about the alcohol and drug services available 

to them in Calderdale. However, because the 

session was so successful they were asked to 

come back and do more.

The future sessions became structured and 

planned in advanced to meet the needs of 

the clients. The sessions were set so that 

clients could be aware of what their offending 

behaviour had done to the victims, to their 

families and to society in general. Sessions 

addressed areas such as restorative justice, 

harm minimisation, consequences from using 

drugs and alcohol and so on.

The probation officer in charge had this to say:
“They found the groups useful as they were 

structured around their particular needs - 

they found both Larry and Claire very good in 

helping resolve any issues they had, you were 

both very approachable and helpful.”  Hillary 

Richardson, 2012

PC Holly Douglas who works alongside Hillary 

also agreed that the sessions had a positive 

effect on the clients:

“I found the group sessions on Restorative 

Justice to be extremely useful to our clients, 

as many have RJ as a condition of their ICO. 

The sessions gave them much more of an 

understanding and enthusiasm about the topic 

and enabled them to gain an insight on the 

victim’s points of view. Hillary and I found you 

to be an excellent motivator with great energy. 

I feel this has been reflected by the fact that 
one of our clients has come to you for support 

since the groups, and others have asked to be 

referred to the Basement Recovery Project…I 

look forward to working with you again in the 

future….” H.Douglas, 2012

Currently the groups are not running, however, 

Larry and Claire have been invited back to do 

further work with ICo’s. Claire is continuing 

to work with a client and to date has received 

positive feedback.

The Intensive Community order builds on 

the success of the Intensive Alternative to 

Custody (IAC) pilot as an alternative to short 

prison sentences - which have a very high 

re-offending rate (61%) with the aim of better 

rehabilitating offenders through an intensive 

programme of intervention in the community, 

managed by probation. 

Claire, CRO

Working With 

Probation Services

Freedom House is a comfortable home on the 

outskirts of Halifax town centre offering a range 

of treatment options. It operates along the lines 

of a therapeutic community, offering a person-

centred approach and individual treatment plans 

within an evidence-based structured programme.

In this issue Edmund gives us a light-hearted 

account of his experience so far:

“So Fran has moved on to pastures new leaving 

Freedom House and embarking on a new stage in 

his recovery, we wish him all the best.  Clayton has 

also moved on getting his own place and surging 

forward in his journey.  And this is in essence the 

whole point of Freedom house, to help people get 

back on their feet and enable them to start the 

recovery process in a safe environment.

And so I find that I am now no longer the new boy 
at Freedom House but an old timer and since Fran’s 

article in the last issue of RecoveryTimes magazine 

we have new faces at Freedom House, and their 

journey has just begun.

So what’s my experience of Freedom House been? 

Firstly of course living at Freedom house is 

absolutely hysterical.  A bunch of deranged addicts 

(and I include myself in this description), each filled to 
the brim with raw emotion that, having anesthetised 

all emotion for many years, surfaces in a selection 

of amusing ways.  Even a simple game of trivial 

pursuits becomes a clash of egos and varied control 

issues. The situation is exacerbated by the fact that 

not having experienced emotions in the sober and 

clean light of day none of us know what emotion 

is being expressed. Resident one - “He seemed 

angry to me”, Resident 2 –“I thought he was upset”, 

Resident 3 –“no, he was definitely happy” Resident 1 
–“but he wanted to punch you in the face”, Resident 

3 – “yes, but in a happy way”. 

one also has to develop a thick skin as a constant 

barrage of abuse is likely even in relation to some 

simple request.  For example, question “would you 

like a cup of tea “, answer “yes”, Statement “well 

you can’t have one because you’re a bloody idiot”. 

I use the word bloody here but, as you can imagine, 

the language is a rather more extreme than this.  

The arguments over shopping and what needs 

to be brought and in what quantity have become 

legendary.  I remember well the weekly powerade 

discussions which could last literally all day. or the 

now infamous lurpak incident which became a major 

cause of resentment, the battle raged for weeks and 

is still not resolved.

Yet in all of this myself and my fellow house mates 

have grown and changed and become well, or as 

well as a self-obsessed ego driven addict is likely to 

be.  We look after each other and I have witnessed 

incredible acts of kindness and support that you 

would not find out there in the normal world. We all 
look out for each other and are quick to notice if one 

of us is not so good, maybe had a bad day, maybe 

the wreckage of the past, there is always time to talk, 

to work things through.  Sitting around the kitchen 

table we talk and talk telling our story and suddenly 

you find that the thoughts of using are gone and for 
the first time ever the possibility of a good and happy 
life is achievable.  I am looking forward myself to 

moving on soon, getting a flat of my own and taking 
that next stage in recovery.  I will tell all.”

Edmund, CRO

A CHoICE oF FREEDoM
A Series of articles - No.2

For more information on Freedom House visit: http://basement.sharepoint.com/Pages/soberliving.aspx



Sail Away
In early April clients and community recovery 

organisers from the Basement Project joined up 

with the Safe Anchor Trust to take some therapeutic 

time on the Calder and Hebble canal and river.  All 

involved had the opportunity to gain knowledge 

of how to use and steer the barge, work the locks 

and gain an understanding of the importance of the 

service run by the Safe Anchor Trust. 

The Safe Anchor Trust was founded in 1995 

and has had 130,000 visitors from 750 different 

groups. They provide this service to special needs 

groups, people with mobility problems and to social 

disadvantaged groups in hope that they maintain 

or improve their health. The service provided by 

the Safe Anchor Trust is run by volunteers and 

relies solely on contributions.

Clients and community recovery organisers 

spent the day relaxing, taking in the scenery, 

learning the ropes and for some, cooking canal 

style. All involved made the most of the peaceful 

environment to revitalise and remember the 

importance of a peaceful recovery.  

Claire - CRO

Following on from the article in Recovery Times 

(Edition 2), the West Yorkshire Recovery 

Federation has met twice; once in Huddersfield and 
more recently, we held a meeting at Project 6 in 

Keighley.

Each of the meetings has attracted a variety of 

people from across West Yorkshire, who are now 

networking across services, mutual aid groups, and 

more generally increasing the visibility of recovery 

in our area. We had a large group from Leeds who 

attended the second meeting, and this prompted 

discussion around the benefits of widening our 
connections. Even in cities people can become 

insular and all participants agreed that this venture 

would improve how were share our knowledge, 

resources and assets within a recovery framework.

It was proposed that a statement of common purpose 

would be read out at the start of each subsequent 

meeting which would include our principles and 

would also incorporate the clarity statement:

“For clarity, all attendees / members are representing 

themselves as individuals, not any particular agency 

or service/organisation. Membership is about 

voluntary attendance, with members coming along to 

see what they can contribute. Our common purpose 

is to connect with other members, to be an active 

participant of the federation, to listen and share our 

experience, and to willingly and openly share our 

assets for the good of the recovery community”.

We have also agreed how the federation could 

maintain some structure whilst still acknowledging a 

shifting membership. The group decided that each 

of the following meetings would take place bimonthly 

and would be rotated across the region. The main 

item/discussion topic for each meeting would 
be linked to sharing and recognising our assets. 

Specifically, all topics would follow a theme relating 
to ‘A Recovery Asset’. Individuals would volunteer to 

lead on a theme, and so for our third meeting, we 

held a session looking at ‘The benefits of Recovery 
and Sport in the Community’. Ideas around social 

enterprises providing hospitality for sporting venues 

were just one of the things that came out of this 

meeting.

We will keep you updated through RecoveryTimes 

of future meetings and as the asset bank grows, we 

will be sharing stories, contacts and information with 

our readers.

The next meeting of the WYRF will be held at the 

end of June (just as we go to print).

In the meantime, if you want to get involved in the 

Federation e-mail Michelle Foster:
admin@thebasementproject.org.uk

Building Recovery 

Networks In 

West YorkshireA series of articles - No. 2

passionate about it and like any guy (or should I 

say real men, lol), he also likes the beautiful game,  

so thanks my friend for taking the lead. 

If there are any other services out there in 

Calderdale who are interested in taking part and 

joining “Calderdale in Recovery FC” then talk to 

Scott at TRBP.  If you are reading this from further 

afield and want to know more about the indoor 
leagues specifically please contact Chris Pettigrew 
on 01254 296126 or e-mail him – chris.pettigrew@

brfctrust.co.uk. I went to a tournament with the 

team, and although I could not play, I enjoyed 

myself immensely, so can you, so let’s get it on 

my friend.

Col – CRO

T
here isn’t just one reason to run the Epilepsy 

Action Bradford 10k (6.2 miles), there are 

600,000! That’s the number of people living 

with epilepsy in the UK right now.  So on Sunday 25th 

March, Clayton and myself set about the challenge. 

We were both a bit bleary eyed as we had to be there 

before 8.15 am, the route being closed off to traffic. 
Also it didn’t help the clocks having gone forward an 

hour that weekend. 

Along with more than a thousand runners we set 

off from Centenary Square on a circular route to 

Frizinghall and back, the route being mainly flat. The 
weather was kind to us, it was quite cold initially but 

soon warmed up. 

This was the fifth annual event with runners coming 
from all across Yorkshire. The first run being in 2008 
where 500 runners entered. 

The men’s race winning time was 33:52 whilst the 
women’s winning time was 39:48. I finished in 46:17 
and Clayton finished in 46:47. 

I would recommend anybody to do it, as well as 

running for a worthwhile cause the camaraderie was 

absolutely brilliant giving you a fantastic sense of 

achievement. It’s a fantastic race for beginners and 

those in search of their personal bests!

There will be the same again next year, on Sunday 

24th March 2013, 9:00 am start.

For more information visit: 
http://www.epilepsy.org.uk/involved/bradford10k

Alison - CRO

*I’m sure Alison won’t mind us saying that to run this 

event when this time three years ago she was lying in 

a hospital bed, yellow, thin to the bone and in a coma 

having nearly died twice because of her drinking, this 

is an amazing story of Recovery - Ed.

600,000 Reasons to Run

Calderdale in Recovery FC

oh the beautiful game, the beautiful game... 

I’m talking about football of course because we 

now have a 5 a-side footy team and it’s called 

“Calderdale in Recovery”. Well, I say “we” but it is 

open for all services to get involved. At the moment 

it’s just the Basement Recovery Project and CSMS 

and let me tell you we have a got a great bond from 

both services. Well I’ll crack on shall I and tell you 

how we have been doing and how you can get 

involved. It started a few months ago and do you 

know what? I was on this team for all of half an hour 

because just as I was getting into my new career 

as a 5-a-side football star I rolled over on my ankle 

tore a ligament. My career was over before it had 

even started. Anyway enough about me, let’s talk 

about the real footballers. Every month we and the 

CSMS boys go to Blackburn Rovers indoor 5 a-side 

training ground at Ewood Park. The lads have done 

brilliantly and won most games, only lost a few, and 

we are (at the time of printing) second in the “Café 

Hub Recovery League”. Not only is it a beautiful 

game it’s an opportunity to keep fit and healthy as 
well as enjoying a challenge but it is also a chance 

to meet our fellow recoverees in the other teams; 

Boys from the Brink, Discover FC, Lifeline, Café 

Hub, Regent FC, Thomas FC, Inspire FC, Evolve 

FC, Unity City FC and Kirkham Recovery FC. 

I want to give a special mention to our Scott, one 

of our new CRo members because I have passed 

the baton on to him to organise, and he’s very

Stop Press! - NTA announces Recoveryfest, Roundhay Park, Leeds, 15th September 2012 - book now @ www.recoveryfest.co.uk

Interested in sponsoring RecoveryTimes? email the team: betterthanwell@hotmail.co.uk



  

  Before, during... A Warm Welcome to
In the beginning...

For anyone who remembers the start of TBRP, they 

will tell you we began as Calderdale User Forum in 

2006, which consisted of a small office at CSMS, 
and 3 hours of time each week in a dark basement 

at the YMCA. The facilities were out of date, we had 

unwelcome, hungry visitors in the kitchen, and the 

weekly breakfast served about 20 people. 

By 2008, we asked ourselves, ‘Were we part of the 

problem, or were we part of the solution? Could 

those who got sick in the community, get well in 

the same community?’ This was the beginning of 

a massive transformation. TBRP was born and 

we began to offer a self-help pathway from chaos 

to recovery. Specifically, we provide structured 
day programmes aimed to achieve abstinence, 

support around detoxification, basic support 
through our Breakfast Club, sober-living housing 

with therapeutic support 24/7, and we have a team 
of Community Recovery organisers who promote 

recovery and our services to the wider community. 

By 2011, we occupied most of the ground floor 
of the YMCA, and we had worked with over 1900 

people, delivering recovery services, residential 

therapeutic interventions and we were working 

in partnership with other providers to change the 

face of provision for people with drug or alcohol 

problems. our growth has just been phenomenal.

Throughout this growth, we were pioneering 

user involvement in Calderdale and were being 

recognised both regionally and nationally for our 

unique services. But at the same time we were 

fighting a battle to provide inspiration to others, in 
a venue that couldn’t reflect our ambitions. We just 
had to have a space that epitomised recovery.

In August 2011 we purchased a building in the 

town centre, - to provide a ‘recovery centre’ for the 

Calderdale area. We believe the visible promotion 

of this recovery ‘hub’ will help to inform targeted 

community development, which in turn will help to 

build the necessary assets and empower locally 

driven community solutions, thus building solutions 

that are co-produced and thereby more sustainable. 

The fabric of the property is of a high specification 
and, as our organisation is an ‘asset-based, 

community development model’, we will extend 

the use of the building to other community groups.  

However, the building requires renovation to make 

it fit-for-purpose. Moreover, we intend to develop 
the building to incorporate live-in accommodation 

for a caretaker who will provide the extensive 

opening hours we wish to offer people in recovery.

Why do we need this Hub?

As we have evolved from a peer led drop-in, into 

a provider of peer-based recovery support, we 

believe the next strategic step is to develop a 

‘grassroots’ centre offering vital and meaningful 

services anchored in the heart of the community.  

Having taken the first steps in forming a recovery 
community, the next step is to ‘organise’ the 

community. We hope to demonstrate to the area 

and the wider community that people in recovery 

do exist; we hold jobs, pay taxes, raise families 

and have a voice.  The Hub will provide just such a 

place and act as an exemplar for those who are still 

engaged in alcohol and /or drug misuse and their 
families in terms of what is achievable.

Recovery Communities are described as:

1. Recovery oriented sanctuaries anchored in the 

hearts of communities

2. Physical locations where local communities of 

recovery can be organised

3. Places where recovery support services are 

designed, tailored and delivered by local recovery 

communities

4. offering living proof that recovery is a reality in 

the life of our community

 (White, W., 2008)

 

It has been noted that TBRP have come some 

way to creating this environment. ‘In essence, the 

Basement is the hub for a network of structured 

recovery opportunities and activities in Halifax. 

The project is about establishing a recovery culture 

and to improve the opportunities for individuals 

to sustain recovery by effective community 

engagement. The key principle is around creating 

belief that recovery is possible and providing the 

foundations for building personal and social capital 

based on a strong foundation of communities of 

recovery……There are considerable grounds for 

hope in Calderdale – there is a sense of energy 

and dynamism in the recovery community – the 

emergence of both Basement and Conn3ct have 

ensured a key sense of hope and contagion – but 

the infra-structure does not yet exist to sustain this’. 

(Best, D., 2010).  This centre will take us further.

Contributors 

To date, TBRP have financed Basement House 
with their own fundraising activities. It’s been an 

on-going struggle, and as anyone who has carried 

out such a venture will testify, unforeseen problems 

such as leaking roofs, inherited exorbitant utility 

charges are just a few of the additional expenses 

that we have had to meet. From the founders 

view, every £1 spent on administration or service 

charges is a breakfast for someone hungry. So 

we have worked hard to make every penny count. 

The contractors have been a god-send and have 

worked amazingly within tight budgets to produce 

the wonderful space we have today. our army of 

volunteers in recovery have worked alongside the 

contractors and we cannot thank them enough. 

The benefit of this approach is that everyone feels 
a sense of ownership in the new community hub, 

and we are also proud of the way our contractors 

and volunteers have come together and learnt 

from each other, about the different trades, about 

recovery and about trust and understanding of the 

people who are affected by addiction.

We would like to extend special thanks to Nigel, 

Simon, and Andrew from the contracting team, 

and Francis, Clayton, graham, Ray, Paul and Alan 

from our team of volunteers. They have worked 

in the dark, in the cold, and they have shown the 

spirit of ‘Keep Calm and Carry on’, even as the 

project manager has been barking out orders and 

squeezing budgets and deadlines.

We would also like to thank the Community 

Foundation for Calderdale, who through their local-

giving initiative has made our money work twice as 

hard to lay the foundations of our flagship recovery 
hub, Basement House.

The Board

The Basement Recovery Project

View the transformation @ www.facebook.com/basementproject/videos



  

       ... and AfterBasement House
Basement House was officially opened on 1st June 
2012 by Christa Ackroyd of BBC’s Look North. We 

first met Christa at last years Halifax Neighbours 
Day where she showed interest in our project. on 

leaving, she said “If there is anything I can do to 

help...”  Thanks Christa for taking time out of your 

busy schedule and for speaking so highly of the 

work we do.  We look forward to meeting you again 

on the famous Look North couch!.

Carl Cundall of Sheffield Alcohol Support Service 
had this to say:

“I had the pleasure of attending the official opening 
yesterday of The Basement Project Recovery 

Centre in Halifax. I have visited similar projects in 

England, Scotland and Wales and TBRP team have 

absolutely stonewall nailed it.

Walking into TBRP the first things I see are beautiful 
bright colours, lots of black leather sofas dotted 

around. The main part of this massive open space 

is flooded with bright sunshine revealing even more 
of the attention to detail and love that has gone in 

to transforming this from an empty space into a 

Recovery Centre fit for the queen.
You may think we don’t need a beautiful space 

to initiate recovery and you would be right. TBRP 

and many others have been working their magic in 

cramped working conditions for years. 

I have spent time in lots of different institutions 

that smelt of pubs and wormwood scrubs and 

desperation, waiting and meeting rooms that 

resemble a prison cell; dark, cold, HIv and 

Safeguarding Children posters on the walls 

reinforcing desperation, loneliness and fear.  

Basement House is as far away from this experience 

as is humanly possible. 

This space smells of flowers, fresh paint, fresh 
coffee, respect, hope and opportunity -  The smell 

of recovery.

Walking into the main entrance made me feel 

relaxed, warm and a little bit jealous. This is 

somewhere I would happily invite my Mam to meet 

me for a coffee.

Michelle and Stuart and all the team, you have 

done a brilliant job and it was great to celebrate this 

achievement yesterday with friends. I was proud 

to walk into your recovery centre and would feel 

the same if a loved one of mine needed help and 

support.”

Carl was instrumental in setting up the “National 

Recovery in the Community Conference” which is 

where we met Phil valentine (see RT Issue 2). He 

and his colleagues are planning an even bigger 

and better event than the sell-out first year with a 
two day programme focusing on drug and alcohol 

recovery as part of the wider public health issue 

with keynote speakers, workshops, panel debates 

and opportunities for networking.  For more 

information see the advert on page 2.

“Back in 2005, we dreamt of 150 systems 

(one for each local authority area) that would 

combine clinical treatment and social recovery. 

Seven years on we have all learnt so much 

more and real progress has been made and is 

being made. Clinical treatment is more evidence 

based. We are challenging and supporting each 

other to establish social recovery communities 

so that people can get well where they got 

sick and live right where they lived wrong. In 

some places people are now living the recovery 

dream. Basement House and TBRP are one 

of the places where you can go and physically 

connect with recovery. 

Along with The Brink In Liverpool, Langan’s 

Tea Rooms in Burton on Trent and The Meeting 

Place in Lowestoft, Basement House is a 

high specification recovery sanctuary right in 
the heart of the Calderdale community. My 

personal test of any service is very simple. 

Would I use these services myself or take my 

loved ones there. Basement House and TBRP 

pass this test with flying colours. It’s not only the 
high specification of Basement House that is 
different. I have been in drug and alcohol service 

premises that also have high specifications but 
still didn’t feel ’right’. I have been in dark and 

damp rooms where the recovery vibe was so 

powerful it transformed the place into a palace. 

The high specification in Basement House is 
fantastic and to be warmly welcomed but for me 

it’s the people, it’s always the people. 

My first degree was in the Study of 
organisations. one of my tutors liked to suggest 

that before we went on our final organisational 
placement we visited to “get a feel for the 

place”. The suggestion was that after only a 

short time you went to the bathroom and wrote 

yourself a postcard about your impressions 

of the place. The card was to be placed in 

an envelope, posted to yourself and only 

opened on graduation day. very rarely did the 

conclusions of a 20,000 word dissertation differ 

from the impressions jotted on the postcard. 

Here is my postcard from Halifax to anyone who 

hasn’t yet been to Basement House and TBRP: 
“Do yourself a favour – come see, hear and 

touch recovery at its attractive and infectious 

best. This is a place where positivity lives and 

breathes. Come in and soak yourself in well 

being.”

Mark gilman

NTA Recovery Lead



Me, Myself and Methadone
In this issue, we thought we would bring you Colin’s story about his addiction and his road to Recovery

WHEN DID YOU START TAKING DRUGS?
 

It was about 1982. I was a young 17 year old typical 

kid I guess.  I first started with barbiturates, I think 
back then they were much more popular than they 

are today but I didn’t really like them, they just 

seemed to knock me out most of the time or at 

least made me like a glazed-eyed zombie.  I was 

hanging around with the scooter lads, they used 

to raid chemists and I soon found myself taking 

other capsules, particularly amphetamines.  Those 

days were crazy times. I was running around as a 

skinhead with my Dr Martens, going on scooter runs 

and getting involved in fights, football hooliganism 
and generally being violent thug who was constantly 

in trouble with the police.

WHY DID YOU?

I don’t really know to be honest.  It just seemed to 

be the thing to do, it seemed normal and I guess 

it was learnt behaviour.  There was peer pressure; 

most of the other scooter boys were older than me.  

Perhaps looking back I guess I could have been 

rebelling against my father who I thought at the 

time was a complete bastard.  He was a bully and 

a very aggressive person.  He never showed any 

emotion or love towards me.  I wasn’t a bad kid you 

know, when I was younger I was never in trouble, so 

someone looking from the ‘outside in’ would have 

me down as a ‘normal’ kid.

WHEN DID IT BECOME A PROBLEM?

At the beginning the drugs were more recreational. I 

was always in a gang; we had scraps, were involved 

in football hooliganism and were in trouble with the 

police. In the mid 80’s I started ‘screwing’ chemists 

for drugs. I’d get speed capsules and diconol and 

other opiate based drugs.  From that I got into 

stealing diamorphine hydrochloride, basically 

heroin!  As soon as I was on that stuff I was hooked.  

But you can’t expect to be turning over chemists 

and not get caught.   I knew I was wanted by the 

police so went on the run to London, just me and my 

stash of drugs – ended up sleeping on the streets 

around Tower Bridge.  But it wasn’t long before I 

was missing my girlfriend so I headed back north, 

Kings Cross to Leeds, Leeds to Bradford, Bradford 

to Boothtown and Boothtown to waiting police.  I 

gave them quite a run but they caught up with me – 

me and my stash.  I didn’t see my girlfriend for two 

and a half years.

So I did my sentence, got out in ’89 having done 

a few drugs in prison but not much really.  I had 

nowhere to live but an old mate said I could stay at 

his.  I didn’t realise he had 

become a heroin dealer 

in the time I went away.  

of course the heroin was 

freely available at first; I 
was hooked in no time.  

I spent the next couple 

of years as a complete 

junkie. When I wasn’t 

able to find the money 
for heroin I’d go through 

‘cold turkey’ (something 

that had never really 

happened to me before) so I had to resort to 

robbing and stealing to feed my habit, even did 

a few chemists too.  I was arrested a few times 

– suspended sentences, fines and community 
service.

A friend introduced me to methadone and it knocked 

me right out... and I could get this for free? Wow! 

“Sign me up” I said.  I ended up ringing a psychiatrist 

at the hospital and she put me on a prescription for 

it.  It stopped me from using heroin for a time.  I 

stopped thieving, got into a relationship, got a flat, 
she moved in and we had a couple of kids; two 

boys. Things were alright for a while, for a couple of 

years in fact.  Well who was I kidding? - only myself.  

It was after the birth of my first son that I started 
dabbling in heroin again.  I was also doing pills, 

amphetamines, street methadone, acid, ecstasy 

and anything I could get my hands on really.  I don’t 

know why I did, I guess I just wanted to.  I was bang 

at it, still on prescription methadone too, that was 

my safety net. If I couldn’t get heroin I could still rely 

on methadone.

By the mid ‘90’s I started to think about the affect 

methadone was having on me. I didn’t seem to have 

any freedom in my life. It seemed like I was married 

to it, it was running my life for me.  I tried to just 

stop on my own but it made me feel like shit, I was 

really ill.  A visit to see my keyworker who had been 

giving me my script, confirmed that methadone was 
highly addictive and not easy to just stop taking 

and I would need a “detoxification”.  I was sent to 
a mental hospital in Northowram where I spent two 

weeks on a lofexidine detox.  

I came out, went back home, felt poorly for a few 

weeks but I continued to pop pills, smoke pot and 

drink etc.  After all I had only gone to get help with 

methadone right?  The rest were just recreational.   

Things seemed ok again for a while, I went to college, 

got an NvQ in catering and hospitality – I guess I 

was back to ‘normal’.  As time went by I started to 

think maybe I could just do a bit of heroin, a bit of 

“tooting”, just at weekends mind.  But weekends led 

to week days and before I knew it I was “fixing” and 
back to shoplifting - “the cycle of insanity” they call 

it.  So off to get help again, and how insane was 

it to feel relieved to be put back on a methadone 

script again.  No more shoplifting, no more stealing 

and another trip to the mental institute!  I didn’t feel 

it working this time so ended up walking out. Why? 

I don’t know.   I was told about a rehab place by a 

recovering alcoholic. I didn’t know anything about 

rehab and thought it was just another word for detox 

but this place was different, I had to stay longer and 

do some 12 Steps or something.  Well I wasn’t 

there to do 12 Steps, I was only there to do one – to 

get off methadone.  I guess I shouldn’t have been 

surprised to get kicked out of the place along with 

five others for smoking pot on the premises but I 
didn’t really care at the time, didn’t really care about 

anything anymore, so it wasn’t long before the Mrs 

kicked me out too.

I met my second partner almost straight away, 

we had a son together but I could no longer hide 

my unmanageability and life as an addict.  After a 

couple of years she was really on my case so I ran 

away to a caravan in the middle of North Yorkshire 

(and in the middle of winter too) to try detox, I was 

doing it for her.  of course it was doomed to failure, 

though I couldn’t see it at the time.  I lasted two 

days of ‘torture’, and had to go back and score 

some methadone (I was no longer on my script at 

this point).  It was all over within six months, I had 

nowhere to live, and I was back out shoplifting and 

leading a life of crime.   I went back to treatment 

where my keyworker got me back on a managed 

script and stable.  For the first couple of years I was 
using on top; a bit of heroin, a bit of crack, alcohol 

and pot and was even buying extra methadone too.  

But I was fed up, was sick and tired of it so stopped 

everything but methadone.   I thought I was doing 

well, sounds familiar I know.  After starting some 

voluntary forestry and countryside work I started to 

buy methadone again. My keyworker found out and 

put my script up, I soon went from 40ml to 140ml 

and still I was buying more.  I had resigned myself 

to being on methadone for the rest of my life.

I found myself isolating more and more. I’d rather 

turn my phone off so I didn’t have to speak with 

anyone or arrange to see the kids.  I’d rather 

buy 500ml of methadone and get wasted.  There 

were times I would have my son with me and I’d 

realise the dangerous people, places and things 

I’d exposed him to.  I was buying methadone from 

everyone and anyone who had it.

WHY THE BASEMENT PROJECT?

It was my keyworker who suggested TBRP. He 

arranged a meeting so I went down for a chat, don’t 

really remember much about the meeting to be 

honest.  I told them my story and they were shocked.  

They hadn’t treated anyone like me before.  They 

talked about detox, explained things had changed 

since my day and that they had a programme in 

place to support the before and after process.  I said 

I would have to work on reducing my script; I was 

still scared but I had to do something. 

 

I managed to get down to 70ml and arranged to go 

back TBRP for another meeting.  Twelve months 

had passed.  I attended their pre-recovery course 

where I met others like me wishing to stop and 

others who had completed the programme and who 

had stopped already; some for weeks, some for 

months and years.  I never missed a session and 

during that time got myself down to 40ml.  I was 

offered a detox and had heard great things about 

it, had met people who had been through it but I 

needed to get used to the idea, needed to get used 

to being on 40ml.   I was still learning about my 

addiction, I couldn’t take this lightly and I knew I had 

to be in the right frame of mind.            continued...

Find more Recovery stories @ www.thebasementproject.org.uk



... Continued from previous page.

I went back five weeks later and said “I’m ready”.  
Detox lasted 16 days, including the last two being 

completely drug free.  When I got out I stayed with 

my ex and her family (and my son of course).  I 

knew it was a dangerous place going back to my 

flat.  I attended the TBRP abstinence programme 
– again, didn’t miss a session. I attended NA 

meetings (travelling miles to get to them), ‘here 

and now’ meetings back at TBRP.  I was meeting 

people, people just like me.  The programme was 

great!

WHERE WOULD YOU BE NOW?

I’ve met many people now who said they would be 

dead right now if it wasn’t for the TBRP recovery 

programme.  I’m not sure that’s where I would be, 

I can’t say for sure. But if I wasn’t I would still be in 

my flat probably having never met another person 
in recovery.

HOW ARE YOU NOW?

I feel great!  The old me is back.  Life is good and 

I’m really enjoying myself.  I am very passionate 

about recovery and I’m a member of the CRo team 

at TBRP. We call ourselves Community Recovery 

organisers because it’s more than just being a 

champion of recovery. We organise social events, 

help with training and education, are there for 

others going through the programme.  We promote 

recovery when and where we can and are currently 

making a film about it.

I also run some of the recovery group ‘here and now’ 

sessions and recently became a SMART facilitator, 

running sessions in Halifax and Kirklees.  As I said, 

life is good and I’m really enjoying it.  Recovery 

rocks – let’s rock on!

Colin - CRO

Happy Days
Martin walked into our project in August 2010; he 

was looking for help. Martin was a guy that everyone 

easily warmed to; he was unassuming yet friendly, 

and on the outside, Martin appeared happy and 

relatively well. But the internal suffering was hidden, 

and this is one of the most difficult challenges of 
this illness.

Martin tried on numerous occasions to tackle what 

people described as ‘his demons’, and he genuinely 

wanted to be the person that people saw on the 

outside. As workers, CRo’s, volunteers and people 

in recovery, we walk alongside people, we make 

suggestions, we offer guidance and we try to show 

that there is a way of living with a peaceful mind; 

mostly we offer hope. Whilst we believe Martin 

could see this around him, it is sometimes difficult 
to see it for ourselves. Sadly, Martin couldn’t see 

it, and was to find his only peace in death on 9th 
March 2011.

We know that the illness of addiction is indiscriminate 

and to ask the question, ‘Why Martin?’ doesn’t 

bring us answers. Martin was wrapped up in the 

love of his family and friends and Martin appeared 

to have a life that others would envy. our role at 

TBRP is to raise awareness of the indiscrimination 

and challenge the stigma of addiction and mental 

health.

For those who had the great pleasure to call 

Martin a friend, he provided us with endless hours 

of happiness, love, laughter and music. Whether 

it was with his brother Mick, and Digger, as the 

legendary Mcginley’s, as a founder member of The 

Donkees or, on his own with a guitar, Martin had a 

talent that was unique, endearing, and surpassed 

only by his modesty.

Martin took such pleasure from music and 

the company of his many, many friends. His 

encouragement and appreciation of others music 

was a mark of his generosity. Quick to praise and 

even quicker to smile and always with a twinkle in 

his eye.

Earlier this year, in a desire to mark Martin’s 

memory, his brother Mick enlisted the help of his 

and Marty’s friends to form a committee in order to 

put on a music event and at the same time raise a 

little money for TBRP, a few hundred pounds would 

be great, a £1000 would be fantastic.  

From the very first meeting it became obvious this 
was not going to be a little gathering and a sing 

song around a log fire.  There were soon three 
bands signed up, then five and by the next meeting 
it had grown to seven and then nine.  There was 

talk, detailed talk about hosting the event outside, 

with bouncy castles, ice cream vans and a whole 

host of stalls and activities but by the time this had 

all been explored; health and safety issues looked 

into, parking, security, insurance etc. it was soon 

realised this would take a lot more planning.  So 

plans were scaled back and the event was planned 

for 27th May at the Arden Road Social Club.   No 

sooner than the date had been announced and a 

Facebook page created, people were signing up 

for tickets.  The plan to print posters had to be 

scrapped as tickets were sold out even before they 

went to print.

The event itself, well you had to be there to really 

witness the atmosphere, but it was an outstanding 

success and has so far raised over £5,500 for TBRP.   

The total amount will be announced soon on the FB 

page www.facebook.com/martinshappydays. There 
seems to be an overwhelming desire to put on a 

show next year and I do hope it is at a bigger venue 

and not limited to 500 tickets.

I think Basement’s CEo, Michelle sums up the day 

perfectly:

“I have been asked to reflect on Sunday’s event, 
Martin’s Happy Days. I met a guy from one of the 

bands in the early evening, and he asked me what I 

thought of the day and how I thought it was going. It 

was hard to find the words. I could see the sharing 
of personal emotions all day; bittersweet feelings 

for Martin, his family and his friends. Anyone who 

was there could feel it. I was amazed at how 500 

people had turned out, full of smiles, friendliness, 

fun and good humour, and I was, as I said, stuck 

for words. Then the guy hit the nail on the head as 

we were discussing the possibility of a bigger event 

for next year and the potential of people attending 

who were ‘strangers’. He described this first coming 
together for Martin as a community connected 

– how everyone in the room had a connection to 

either Martin or someone else who knew Martin, 

and that’s what made it so special. When I did finally 
find my words, I told him I was overwhelmed and 
indescribably humbled. I couldn’t believe that so 

many people had come to help our little project in 

Halifax.

 

Not many people give of their time or their money 

to support our cause and to be among such people 

was just amazing. From a personal point of view, I 

had had the best day I could remember in a long 

time; a day without worries, just relaxing and having 

my own Happy Day. I know everyone who attended 

would say the same. on behalf of TBRP I would like 

to thank all the family and friends who have pulled 

off this wonderful event, but mostly I would like to 

thank Martin for giving us all another Happy Day.”

www.martinshappydays.com 
 

www.facebook.com/martinshappydays

Compiled by Heath, CRo

Donate to the fund @ http://localgiving.com/charity/basement-recovery-project/project/martin-s-happy-days-memorial
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I never really thought that I was enabling my partner.  I 

did not count bottles or pour them down the sink. I never 

had to bail him out or try to hide his drinking.  But as I 

looked at my behaviour I realised that I had in fact been 

enabling him to drink.

So often I have found myself reacting to his bad behaviour 

by being angry for days and not talking to him.  I would 

then threaten him and yell at him. I guess he could then 

justify being angry at me and his way of coping with 

this was to numb himself in booze.  I would try to set 

boundaries, threatening to leave him and not follow them 

through.  I was so angry, scared and confused.  I couldn’t 

make him quit drinking.  I couldn’t fix him or make him 
do what I wanted.

When I came into Al-Anon I was broken and emotionally 

bleeding. I was nearly out of my mind with pain and 

despair. I had tried to fix the situation but didn’t realise 
that I was part of the problem and that my behaviour was 

exactly enabling him to be an alcoholic.

I was isolated in this situation which was rapidly 

becoming worse. His family wanted little to do with me 

because I wanted to talk about the situation and that was 

breaking the rules. I was breaking the family secret and 

they did not want to be part of that.  This was hard for 

me.  I had no support, no one to turn to, no one to talk to 

and so my behaviour became just  as crazy as his.

As I started to work with the program I began to 

change.  I learned about setting boundaries and about 

unacceptable behaviour.  I started to take care of myself 

and to look at what I was doing.  Then I looked at why 

I stayed in this unhealthy relationship and why I was 

willing to be a victim of his drinking.  I began to question 

things that were keeping me unhealthy and why I was 

enabling him to drink.  For me this is where I hit rock 

bottom.  What was keeping me here, why did I have a 

history of unhealthy and destructive relationships?  What 

was it within me that had such a hold?

In a word, FEAR. 

As I had such low esteem that I would put up with anything 

just to feel like I existed, that I was part of a relationship, 

even a sick one.  I was afraid of being alone.  I was afraid 

that no one would love me.  I was afraid that I wouldn’t 

have enough money to live on.  I was afraid that I had no 

right to be alive.  This all stems from my childhood which 

paved the way for me to be a victim and I was willing to 

accept anything or anyone just so I could feel that maybe 

someone liked me or that someone valued me.

As the alcoholism developed I became more and more 

damaged and distressed. I had no voice, I was ignored 

and dismissed.  I felt totally devalued as a human being 

and I was at my breaking point when I came into Al-Anon.  

As I came to meetings and worked the program and got 

great sponsors this began to change.  The first thing I 
got from the meetings was my voice.  When I shared 

my story people listened.  As I grew in the program and 

because people treated me with love and valued me I 

began to face my fears.  Because people treated me with 

love and valued me I began to love myself and value 

myself.  Then I was able to start looking at my behaviour 

and to change it.

The biggest change in me was that I treat myself with 

respect and love.  I was then able to say that I couldn’t 

live with my partner’s drinking and treatment of me.  

This was very scary for me because I knew that this 

was the turning point in our relationship.  I asked him to 

stay with his father for a week to give me the time and 

space I needed.  Eventually I decided that I could not 

live with the drinking anymore.  I was willing to let go 

of the relationship and all the security that I thought it 

brought me.

I was then able to set a clear boundary for myself.  If it 

meant that I had to be on my own then that was that I 

was willing to do so that I no longer had to be a victim or 

hostage to my partner’s drinking.

We got together and talked for a long time.  I told him 

that I loved him when he was sober that he was really a 

lovely man and that I would prefer to stay with him, but I 

was not willing to live with his drinking anymore.  He had 

lots of arguments and comebacks to my statements but 

I would not budge.  I told him to let me know his decision 

in a couple of days.  I really thought that it was all over 

for us and if that’s what it took to find peace and serenity 
then I was willing to do that.

It was a long couple of days before he got back to me 

and he had made a decision.  He has not had a drink 

since that day and he has been going to AA since then.

As I continue in the program my behaviour is becoming 

part of the cure and the enabling behaviour is no longer 

a part of the problem.  Through this program I am 

becoming more loving and caring for my partner.  I show 

him I value and love him in lots of ways that I couldn’t 

before.  I am becoming more compassionate towards 

him and more understanding of the battle that he fights 
and I am his number one supporter through this.

The Al-anon program is a gift and it has saved my life 

and it is the road map for my future, whatever it brings, 

and I will continue to trust my higher power with all my 

tomorrows.

Anonymous.

Al-Anon Family groups provide support to anyone 

whose life is, or has been, affected by someone else’s 

drinking. We believe alcoholism affects the whole family, 

not just the drinker. We are an international organisation 

with over 800 support groups in the UK and Republic of 

Ireland. Al-Anon is a fellowship of relatives and friends of 

alcoholics who share their experience in order to solve 

their common problems.

 

Al-Anon meets in Halifax every Wednesday 18:30 – 
19:30 at Basement House, 10 Carlton Street, Halifax, 
HX1 2AL.

  

Many more meetings are held nationwide. Contact them 

for more details: www.al-anonuk.org.uk 
National helpline number: 020 7403 0888

When enabling is 
no longer an option

Students from Calderdale College came 

to visit the Basement Recovery Project so 

they could gain a deeper understanding of 

how such projects are run and what they 

are about. The students are currently on 

the Health and Social Care course and 

are looking to work in the health and social 

care sector, so their tutor thought that it 

would be great idea for the students to 

actually visit some of the health and social 

care organisations within Calderdale. 

The students initially came in to the 

building not quite sure of what to expect.  

They had their own preconceived thoughts 

and ideas about people with drug and/
or alcohol problems - most people do. 

However the Basement’s Community 

Recovery organisers soon put them at 

ease and reassured them we’re all just 

people, our message being “we are not 

bad people getting good, we are sick 

people getting well”.  We explained the 

importance of what we do surrounding the 

stigma associated with drink and drugs 

and that at some point we all thought “it 

can’t / won’t happen to me”.  Passing the 
message on that addiction doesn’t target 

the down and out, the guy on the park 

bench, the jobless, homeless etc. – That 

is where addiction takes you!

The students were welcomed in to a 

room where the Community Recovery 

organisers did a presentation about 

what the Basement Recovery Project 

does and who it helps. This included the 

roles and responsibilities of our Recovery 

Coaches, volunteers and Community 

Recovery organisers. They gained an 

understanding of the group sessions 

that are undertaken to help support 

clients before, during and after coming 

to the project and listened to a personal 

story about a Community Recovery 

organiser’s journey into recovery. 

Students and their tutors fully interacted 

and asked many questions about our 

organisation. The students left with not 

only an understanding of the purpose of 

the project but an understanding of the 

problems and challenges faced by those 

with alcohol and drug addiction.  

If you would like your organisation to visit 

and learn more about what we do and how 

we help our local community, please send 

the Community Recovery organiser team 

an email; betterthanwell@hotmail.com 

Claire - CRO

What they 
can’t teach 
you in class

RecoveryTimes is written and produced by The Basement Project’s Community Recovery organisers, or CRo’s for short.  Who are we? 

Well, we are a bunch of people just like you. Unlike some of you reading this, we suffer from an illness called addiction, specifically drug 
or alcohol addiction. There are many arguments about why people become addicted; from being born addicts to behaviours of choice 

to just being stupid. Well you sure don’t get a newsletter like this from being stupid, nor would you get one if we were high on drugs or 

alcohol – we are in Recovery.  our aim is to spread the message to you and others that recovery from alcohol and drug abuse is possible.


